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Abstract: Ultrafast and sensitive (noise equivalent power <1 nW Hz−1/2) light-detection in the terahertz (THz) frequency range (0.1–10 THz) and at room-temperature is key
for applications such as time-resolved THz spectroscopy of
gases, complex molecules and cold samples, imaging,
metrology, ultra-high-speed data communications,
coherent control of quantum systems, quantum optics and
for capturing snapshots of ultrafast dynamics, in materials
and devices, at the nanoscale. Here, we report roomtemperature THz nano-receivers exploiting antenna*Corresponding author: Miriam S. Vitiello, NEST, Istituto Nanoscienze
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coupled graphene ﬁeld effect transistors integrated with
lithographically-patterned high-bandwidth (∼100 GHz)
chips, operating with a combination of high speed (hundreds ps response time) and high sensitivity (noise equivalent power ≤120 pW Hz−1/2) at 3.4 THz. Remarkably, this is
achieved with various antenna and transistor architectures
(single-gate, dual-gate), whose operation frequency can be
extended over the whole 0.1–10 THz range, thus paving the
way for the design of ultrafast graphene arrays in the far
infrared, opening concrete perspective for targeting the
aforementioned applications.
Keywords: 2D materials; nano-detectors; terahertz frequencies.

1 Introduction
Hot-carrier assisted photodetection is an efficient and
inherently broadband detection mechanism in single layer
graphene (SLG) [1–4]. When a photon is absorbed by the
electronic population (either via interband or intraband
transitions), the photoexcited carriers can relax energy
through electron–electron scattering or emission of optical
phonons [5, 6], which usually occurs on a time scale of 10–
100s fs [5, 6]. However, the electron-to-lattice relaxation via
acoustic phonons is slower (1–2 ps) [6], leading to a quasiequilibrium state where the thermal energy is distributed
amongst electrons [5, 6] and not shared with the lattice. This
produces an intriguing scenario, where the energy is
absorbed by a system with an extremely low thermal
capacitance (ce ∼ 2000 kBμm−2, kB is the Boltzmann constant) [7–10], thus leading to the ultrafast (∼fs−ps) onset
of thermal gradients in SLG-based nanostructures. At
terahertz (THz) frequencies this effect is more relevant,
since the emission of optical phonons is energetically
forbidden [11], thus hindering this additional pathway for
energy relaxation. SLG is therefore a promising material
for engineering high-speed (∼ps response time) optoelectronic THz devices that could beneﬁt from the above
mechanism [12].
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
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The detection of THz light is important for applications
in imaging [13], tomography [14], security [15, 16], biomedicine [17], and quantum optics [18]. An ideal THz
photodetector (PD) should have a low noise equivalent
power (NEP < nW Hz−1/2), a large dynamic range (ideally >3
decades), have high detection speed (<ns), be broadband
(0.1–10 THz), and operate at room temperature (RT).
However, current RT THz PDs fail in targeting this combination of sensitivity, speed, and spectral range [19].
Graphene-based THz detectors relying on different physical mechanisms [4] have been widely demonstrated in the
last few years [2, 12, 20–28] and include nanodevices
exploiting the photovoltaic (PV) [22], the bolometric [23],
the photothermoelectric (PTE) [2, 12, 27] and the plasma
wave (PW) or Dyakonov–Shur effects, the latter in either its
non-resonant [20, 25] or resonant (at low temperatures) [26]
conﬁgurations. At RT, PTE PDs have proven to be the most
sensitive and fast [2, 12, 27], due to the occurrence of
photoinduced temperature gradients which alter the electronic thermal distribution on a fast (∼100 fs) timescale [5,
6] and to the absence of an applied dc current through the
SLG channel, which usually increases the noise level (dark
current) in alternative physical conﬁgurations [23]. PTE
detectors are demonstrated to reach response times
∼100 ps at 1 THz [12]. The best combination of performance
at frequency above 3 THz has been achieved in a thermoelectric RT graphene device [2], showing simultaneously
NEP < 100 pW Hz−1/2, response time τ ∼40 ns (setup-limited),
and a three orders of magnitude dynamic range. In this
device, an ad hoc dual-gated, H-shaped antenna, having a
strongly sub-wavelength gap (100 nm), deﬁnes a p–n
junction, to which the performance improvement is
ascribed. More recently, NEP ≤ 160 pW Hz−1/2 with response
times of 3.3 ns have been also reported in thermoelectric
receivers exploiting broadband bow-tie antennas [27].
Here, we undertake the task of boosting the detection
performances with respect to that benchmark. We exploit
two different architectures: a single-gated hBN/graphene/
hBN field effect transistor (GFET) (Figure 1C) and a splitgate hBN/graphene/hBN p–n junction (Figure 1D). By
deeply investigating the photodetection mechanism, we
show that, independently from the geometry, both the architectures operate mainly via the PTE effect. We then
evaluate and compare the detection performances, proving
that τ can be lowered at the hundreds ps level, without
spoiling the detector sensitivity. This is achieved as follows. First, we minimize the absorption area in the GFET
channel. This allows maximizing the temperature increase
within the electronic thermal distribution, since a smaller
absorption area entails a smaller amount of carriers to be
heated by the incoming electromagnetic ﬁeld, and, in turn,

a larger temperature increase [2]. Secondly, as a further
reﬁnement, we use a novel electrodes design, which features on-chip transmission lines with bandwidth >100 GHz,
and readout electronics having bandwidth >1 GHz.
By embedding the hBN/SLG/hBN layered materials
heterostructures (LMH) [29, 30] in FET coupled to on-chip
planar THz antennas (Figure 1A and B), we demonstrate
ultrafast (τ < 1 ns) detection of >3 THz light at RT, with a
record combination of speed, NEP and sensitivity, independent on the speciﬁc architecture. This is possible owing
to the fast (∼100 fs) onset of thermal gradients along the
SLG channel and the subsequent generation of a PTE
photovoltage [1], not dependent on the selected architecture. Thus, encapsulated SLG-based devices coupled to
antenna structures can be used for the characterization of
high (>10 MHz) repetition rate THz sources and high-speed
(<1 ns) and low noise (NEP < 1 nW Hz−1/2) THz imaging.

2 Results and discussion
We engineer two photodetector configurations as follows.
Sample A is an hBN encapsulated GFET integrated with a
planar bow tie antenna, asymmetrically connected to the
source (s) and top-gate (gT) electrodes, Figure 1C. Sample B
is an hBN encapsulated GFET where two split-gates (gTL,
left gate and gTR, right gate, Figure 1D), connected to the
two branches of a linear dipole antenna, deﬁning a p–n
junction at its center [2]. Such antenna geometries are
widely used in THz optoelectronics [2, 4, 24, 31] and both
enable broadband operation [2, 32].
The hBN encapsulated GFET devices are fabricated as
follows. hBN crystals are grown by the temperature-gradient
method under high pressures and temperatures [33]. Bulk
graphite is sourced from Graphenium. hBN and SLG are
individually exfoliated on SiO2/Si by micromechanical
cleavage [34]. Initially, optical contrast [35] is utilized to
identify SLG [29, 30]. The transfer technique employs a
stamp of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and a ﬁlm of polycarbonate (PC) mounted on a transparent glass slide for
picking up the layered materials and transfer them to the
ﬁnal and undoped SiO2/Si substrate. The presence and
quality of SLG is then conﬁrmed by Raman spectroscopy [36]
(see Section 4). The thickness of hBN is determined by
atomic force microscope (AFM) and Raman spectroscopy
[37, 38]. Combining the results from optical microscopy,
Raman spectroscopy and AFM, blister-free areas with full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 2D peak
FWHM(2D) < 18 cm−1 are selected for device fabrication.
Following their assembly, we process the heterostructures into antenna-coupled FETs. The GFET channel is
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Figure 1: Detector layout. (A) Photodetector
schematics: THz radiation is coupled to the
GFET by a planar antenna and the
photoresponse is recorded as a dc
photovoltage (Δu) between the s and
d electrodes. (B) On-chip RF components.
The s and d electrodes are shaped in CPS
geometry. Inset (left): the shape of the active
LMH channel (green area) guarantees a
lower contact resistance with respect to a
rectangular geometry. The s and d contacts
have a thickness of 45 nm in proximity of the
GFET channel (yellow areas) and a thickness
of 140 nm far from the GFET channel. Inset
(right): planar low-pass ﬁlter, with cut-off
frequency 300 GHz. (C) Sample A. Top:
schematics of the LMH and electrodes
layout, highlighting the different layer
thicknesses. False color SEM image of the
top-gated GFET (center) and optical microscope overview (bottom), where the bow-tie antenna position is marked with a dashed box. (D) Sample B. Top: schematics of the LMH and
contacts design. False color SEM image of the GFET showing the split-top-gate geometry with the 90 nm gap (center) and optical microscope
overview (bottom), where the position of the planar dipole antenna is marked with a dashed box. All scale bars are in units of micron.

first shaped by electron beam lithography (EBL), followed
by dry etching of hBN and SLG [39] in SF6. The SLG channel
geometry is schematically represented in Figure 1: the
channel is LC = 3 μm long and WC = 0.8 μm wide. The
contact regions have lateral extensions. By simple
geometrical considerations, it can be demonstrated that
these extensions increase the perimeter of the stack,
i.e., the length of the edge-contacts, thus reducing the
contact resistance by 30%, with respect to more standard
rectangular channel geometry. Edge Au/Cr electrodes are
deﬁned by standard EBL [39, 40], followed by metallization
(40:5 nm) and lift-off.
We use, for both samples A and B, bottom hBN flakes
of almost identical thickness (h), in order to make the
comparison of the device performances consistent and
reproducible. It is indeed worth mentioning that, due to the
decrease of the electron–hole charge ﬂuctuations at the
substrate [41], changes of the bottom hBN layer thickness
can signiﬁcantly affect the FET mobility [29, 42]. In the
present case, the ﬂakes thicknesses, retrieved by AFM are:
bottom hBN h = 23 nm, top hBN h = 8 nm, for sample A, and
bottom hBN h = 25 nm, top hBN h = 17 nm for sample B. The
low thickness of the heterostructures (<45 nm) and of the
edge-contacts (∼45 nm) allows us to use a thinner oxide
(70 nm) as encapsulating layer before gT deposition
(Figure 1C and D), thus increasing the effective gate-tochannel capacitance per unit area: Cg ∼ 100 nF cm−2 for both
samples. This parameter is important for THz FET detectors
[25], since the responsivity (Rv), a ﬁgure of merit deﬁned as
the ratio between photovoltage (Δu) and impinging optical

power, is typically proportional to the sensitivity of the FET
conductance to changes in the gate voltage (Vg) [25].
In order to reduce parasitic capacitances, usually
detrimental for high-speed (>1 GHz) detection, and simultaneously minimize parasitic losses [43], we design and
fabricate a microwave transmission line connected to the s
and drain (d) edge-electrodes based on a coplanar stripline (CPS) geometry [24], Figure 1B. We use this radio frequency (RF) on-chip component because of its simplicity.
In contrast to the standard strip-line geometry [44], it does
not require a ground plane, and, unlike the coplanar
waveguide architecture [44], it consists of only two parallel
metallic strips on the substrate top surface. In our devices,
the strips are separated by a 2 μm gap, where one conductor
(ground electrode, s) provides the electrical ground for the
other (signal electrode, d). This architecture shows an
almost perfect transmission below 30 GHz, with S21 = 0 dB,
S11 < −40 dB, whereas at 3.4 THz the transmission is
reduced, but not canceled, with S21 = −3.5 dB and
S11 = −25 ÷ −35 dB (details about simulations are given in
Supplementary material). The transmission of the THz
signal between the antenna-coupled GFET and the contacts can be detrimental for the overall detector performance. This is mainly due to the fact that the antenna
modes lose energy (resulting in a decreased resonance
quality factor), if the antenna is not isolated from the surrounding circuit. Therefore, our design also includes a lowpass hammer-head ﬁlter along the CPS (Figure 1B) [45],
with a cutoff frequency fcut-off ∼ 300 GHz, which enhances
the isolation between antenna and readout circuit. It
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consists of a capacitive shunt with a lumped capacitance
Cf = 500 aF. The dimensions of the structure are optimized
by time-domain simulations sim (CST Microwave Studio)
(see Supplementary material).
The presence of the filter leaves the S-parameters
almost unaltered for frequencies <30 GHz: S21 = 0 dB,
S11 < −30 dB. On the other hand, it modiﬁes the transmission line properties at 3.4 THz: S11 = −4 dB, S21 ∼ −24 dB.
To further increase the signal extraction from the active
element, the CPS has an adiabatically matched transition
[46] between bonding pads and GFET electrodes, which
hinders the formation of spurious reﬂections and consequent losses.
After this common protocol, samples A and B are
processed following different architectures. For sample A,
Figure 1C, the lobe of a THz planar bow-tie antenna (110 nm
thick) is connected to the s electrode. Then, a thin top-gate
oxide bi-layer is placed on the LMH, also covering the s and
d contacts: 20 nm HfO2 deposited via atomic layer deposition (ALD) and 50 nm Al2O3 deposited via Ar sputtering.
The photodetector is then ﬁnalized by the fabrication of gT,
in the shape of the arm of a bow-tie antenna, thus forming a
complete bow-tie together with the s electrode. The antenna radius is 21 μm and the gap between antenna arms is
250 nm (Figure 1C). For sample B, Figure 1D, the same oxide
bi-layer is deposited before the antenna fabrication. The
antenna is here shaped as a linear dipole, with 24 μm arms
separated by a gap of 90 nm (Figure 1D, further images are
reported in the Supplementary material). The two branches

of the antenna also serve as top split-gates for the GFET.
The gate voltages (VgL, left gate bias and VgR, right gate
bias) can be individually controlled in order to create, at
the center of the active channel, a p–n junction whose size
is approximately corresponding to the gap between the two
split-gates [2, 47]. The gate geometry is therefore nominally
the only difference between the two samples.
The devices are then characterized electrically and
optically at RT. The two-probe GFET transfer curve, measured
for sample A in Figure 2A, shows a channel resistance
(R) peak at Vg = −4.6 V (charge neutrality point, CNP). The
extracted ﬁeld-effect mobility (μFE) is 17,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 for
holes and 19,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 for electrons, with a residual
carrier density n0 ∼ 9 × 1011 cm−2. This is ﬁtted using the formula [48] R = R0 + (LC/WC)·(1/n2deμFE), where R0 is the contact
resistance and n2d is the gate-dependent charge density,
given by [48] n2d = [n02 + (Cg/e (Vg − VCNP))2]1/2.
We then test the RT sensitivity using a focused 3.4 THz
beam with an average power Pt = 100 μW (see Section 4).
The intensity distribution on the focal plane (Figure 2D,
sample A), displayed through the xy map of Δu, unveils
the Airy pattern [49] of the focused beam, showing four
concentric rings (maxima) with the central Airy disk. This
demonstrates the good signal-to-noise ratio (∼1000 at
Pt = 100 μW) of the proposed device. From the twodimensional Gaussian ﬁt of the intensity distribution in
Figure 2D, we obtain standard deviations σx = 95 ± 1 μm
and σy = 87 ± 1 μm along the x and y directions, respectively, from which we infer FWHM ∼ 303 ± 2 μm
Figure 2: Electrical and optical
characteristics of single-gate GFET. (A) Electrical resistance R as a function of Vg at RT in
a two-terminal conﬁguration. (B) Rv
measured at RT as a function of Vg (left vertical axis), compared with the normalized
expected photothermoelectric and overdamped plasma wave photovoltages (right
vertical axis). (C) NEP calculated as a function of Vg under the assumption of Johnson–
Nyquist dominated noise spectral density
[2]. A minimum NEP ∼ 350 pW Hz−1/2 is obtained for Vg = −7 V. (D) Logarithmic plot of
the normalized photovoltage on the focal
plane, for an average impinging THz power
of 100 μW. The four Airy maxima are indicated by blue arrows on the left of the central Airy disk. The red arrow indicates the
portion of the focal plane where the beam is
blocked by the output window of the cryostat in which the QCL is mounted. The FWHM
of the beam is 303 μm. (E) Rv plotted as a
function of T measured at Vg = −5 V (blue
dots) and Vg = −9 V (magenta dots).
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(see Supplementary material for further details). This is
used to estimate the fraction of total power that impinges on the detector Pa = Pt · (Aλ/Aspot) = 2.7 μW, where
Aλ = λ2/4 = 1.9 × 10−3 mm2 is the diffraction limited area (see
Supplementary material) and Aspot = π · (FWHM/2)2 = 72 ×
10−3 mm2 is the beam spot area. Then, by measuring Δu
(see Section 4) as a function of Vg and dividing the asobtained values by Pa, we retrieve the plot of Rv as a
function of Vg (Figure 2B). The maximum Rv = 30 VW−1 is
obtained for Vg = −7 V and the trend is compatible with a
dominant PTE response (see Supplementary material).
This is corroborated by the following argument. At
Vsd = 0 V, in a single-gated GFET, connected by identical
metallic layers at the s and d contacts, both the PTE and the
non-resonant PW detection mechanisms can in principle
be activated [25, 27]. In the geometry of sample A, the PTE
photovoltage reads ΔuPTE = ΔTe · (Sg − Su) [25, 27, 31], where
ΔTe is the THz-induced electronic temperature difference
between the (hot) source side of the channel, corresponding to the gap at the center of the bow-tie antenna, and the
(cold) drain side (Figure 1C), Su is the Seebeck coefﬁcient of
the ungated region between the s and g electrodes and Sg is
the Seebeck coefﬁcient of the gated LMH channel. By
imposing Su = Sg for Vg = 0 V and assuming ΔTe weakly
dependent on Vg [2, 25], we can analytically compute the
gate voltage dependence of ΔuPTE ∝ Sg − Su (see Supplementary material for further details). The same argument
applies to the overdamped PW photovoltage [20, 25],
ΔuPW ∝ −σ−1(∂σ/∂Vg). The comparison between ΔuPTE(Vg),
ΔuPW(Vg) and the experimental Rv(Vg) curves (Figure 2B)
unveils that the PTE effect well matches with our experimental observation and better reproduces our data with
respect to the PW model, which predicts that the maximum
response (in absolute value) occurs at Vg = −3.5 V and Rv is
ﬁnite and negative at Vg = 0 V, in stark contrast with our
measurements, where Rv ≈ 0 VW−1 at Vg = 0 V. This
conclusion is further supported by the temperature (T )
dependent analysis of the responsivity, which unambiguously shed light on the core detection dynamics.
To this purpose we mount the detector in a He flux
cryostat and we vary the heat sink T in the 6–260 K range.
The measured responsivity (Figure 2E) shows a nonmonotonic behavior as a function of T, with a maximum
around a crossover temperature T * = 60 K, in agreement
with what observed in other spectral ranges [50]. The origin
of such a behavior can be retrieved by the analysis of the
electron cooling dynamics in SLG. ΔuPTE is proportional to
ΔTe, which, in turn, is proportional to the cooling length
ξ = (k/γce)1/2 [1, 2, 50] (the proportionality holds as long as
ξ < LC), where k is the thermal conductivity and γ is the
cooling rate. Since both k and ce scale linearly with T, the
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functional dependency of the cooling length ξ (and ΔuPTE),
with respect to T, is the same as γ−1/2. For T < T *, γ(T ) is
dominated by acoustic phonon emission and scales as
∼T −1, whereas at higher T, the disorder-assisted scattering
(supercollision) gives rise to a competing cooling channel
which follows the power law γ ∼ T [50]. The two effects give
rise to a crossover temperature (T *) for which γ is minimum
and, consequently, ΔuPTE is maximum. We then compare
the temperature dependence of Rv at two distinctive gate
voltages, Vg = −5 V (close to CNP, low carrier density,
n2d ∼ 1012 cm−2) and at Vg = −9 V (away from CNP, holes
density up to n2d ∼ 4 × 1012 cm−2). The non-monotonic
behavior is more evident at lower n2d, in qualitative
agreement with previous ﬁndings on PTE detection [25, 50].
In a non-degenerate electron system, ΔuPTE(T ) is
completely determined by ΔTe, being the Seebeck coefﬁcient weakly dependent from T [25]; conversely, in the
degenerate case, S is proportional to T [51] and compensates the decrease of ΔTe at higher T, resulting in an almost
T-independent ΔuPTE. For sample A, under the assumption
of a noise spectral density (NSD, i.e., noise power per unit
bandwidth) dominated by thermal ﬂuctuations [31] (see
Supplementary material), we estimate NEP = 1/Rv · (4kBRT)1/2.
The NEP curve as a function of Vg (Figure 2C) shows a minimum NEP ∼ 350 pW Hz−1/2 at Vg = −7 V.
We use a similar approach for the optical and electrical
characterization of sample B. Figure 3 plots the device
performance as a function of bias applied at the split-gates.
By independently varying the two gate voltages, we control
the Fermi level (EF) and, consequently, n2d on each side of
the dual-gated SLG junction [2, 47]. The color plot of R
with respect to VgR (right gate, horizontal axis) and VgL
(left gate, vertical axis) in Figure 3A allows us to extract
a hole and electron μFE ∼ 19,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 and
15,000 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively, with a residual carrier
density n0 ∼ 1 × 1012 cm−2.
The independent control of the EF on each side of the
junction allows individual control of the two Seebeck coefﬁcients SL and SR [2, 47], which can be used to maximize
the photoresponse. THz detection in a graphene p–n
junction is expected to be dominated by the PTE effect [2].
ΔuPTE, measured between the drain and source electrodes,
can be written as [52]:
∂T e
⋅ S(x)dx  ΔT e ⋅ (SL − SR )
∂x
d
s

ΔuPTE  ∫

(1)

where ΔTe is the electronic temperature increase as a
consequence of the absorption of THz radiation at the
junction.
Figure 3B is a color map of Rv obtained by continuously
changing VgR and VgL in the same ranges of Figure 3A. The
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Figure 3: Electrical and optical characteristics of double-gated
graphene p–n junction. (A) Analysis of electrical transport of GFET:
two-terminal RT resistance as a function of split-gate biases. The
dashed lines indicate the CNP positions for VgL and VgR. (B) Color
map of Rv as a function of VgL and VgR. Rv undergoes many sign
changes, corresponding to transitions between the different conﬁgurations of the p–n junction, attainable by polarizing the gates.
(C) Two-dimensional plot of the NEP (logarithmic scale) as a function
of VgL and VgR. A minimum NEP of 120 pW Hz−1/2 is obtained for
VgL = −8 V and VgR = −4 V.

maxima of Rv (∼50 V W−1) are obtained when the two local
gates have opposite polarity with respect to the CNP, i.e., in
p–n or n–p junction conﬁgurations. The resulting six-fold
pattern in the measured photovoltage is ascribed to the
non-monotonic gate voltage dependence of SL and SR on
each side of the junction, and is a unique ﬁngerprint of a
dominant hot-carrier assisted PTE effect in SLG [1, 2, 53].
Therefore, for the p–n junction, the room-temperature Rv
characterization alone is sufﬁcient to unambiguously unveil the dominant PTE THz detection.
From R and Rv, we can estimate the NEP of sample B,
assuming a thermal-noise limited operation. The contour

plot of NEP as a function of the two gate voltages
(Figure 3C) shows a minimum NEP ∼120 pW Hz−1/2 at
VgL = −8 V and VgR = −4 V. Sample B is therefore ∼3 times
more sensitive than sample A. This can be attributed to the
larger ﬁeld enhancement provided by the dual-gate
conﬁguration, in particular to the narrow (90 nm) gap between the antenna arms, in agreement with Ref. [2].
To extract the response time and the bandwidth
BW = (2πτ)−1, we shine light from a pulsed THz quantum
cascade laser (QCL, pulse width ∼150 ns and repetition rate
333 Hz) and record the signal with a fast oscilloscope (5 GS/s)
after a pre-ampliﬁcation stage (low noise voltage preampliﬁer, model Femto-DUPVA, bandwidth 1.2 GHz, input
impedance 50 Ω).
Figure 4A and B shows the time traces of samples A
and B, recorded at zero gate bias with an oscilloscope
having a temporal resolution 200 ps. We extract the risetime τON and fall-time τOFF by using the ﬁtting functions
Vout = c0 + VON · [1−exp(−(t−c1)/τON)] and Vout = c2 + VOFF ·
exp(−(t − c3)/τOFF), where c0, c1, c2, c3 are ﬁtting parameters, and VON and VOFF are the voltage jumps in the waveforms corresponding to the rising-edge and falling-edge.
We ﬁnd similar results for both devices, with rise-times
slightly shorter with respect to fall-times. Sample A shows
τON = 1.3 ± 0.4 ns and τOFF = 1.5 ± 0.6 ns at Vg = 0 V, sample
B shows τON = 890 ± 150 ps and τOFF = 1.4 ns ± 0.25 ns at
VgL = VgR = 0 V. These response times are, to the best of our
knowledge, the lowest in GFET devices with NEP <1 nW Hz−1/2.
In terms of BW, considering the lower values of τ as limit
response time, we obtain BW = 125 ± 35 MHz for sample A and
BW = 180 ± 30 MHz for sample B, i.e., 50 times better than in
Ref. [2]. The small discrepancy between the latter values can
be ascribed to ﬂuctuations in the QCL output power, possibly
caused by time jitter (±100 ps [54]) in the electrical circuit
employed to drive the laser.
To further validate this assessment, we measure the
detector rise-time under different configuration of gate
voltages, i.e., at different charge densities and SLG resistances. The response time of a PD is ultimately limited by
the RC time constant of the circuit [2]. Therefore, if the PD is
the key element limiting the detection speed, a change in R
should directly and proportionally reﬂect into a change in
τ, via τ = R · C. We thus select and investigate three gate
voltage conﬁgurations, for both devices. The results are
shown in the insets of Figure 4A and B.
For sample A, we obtain τON = 1.3 ± 0.4 ns at Vg = 0 V
(R = 4.2 kΩ), τON = 1.5 ± 0.6 ns at Vg = −5 V (R = 6.4 kΩ) and
τON = 1.4 ± 0.3 ns at Vg = −8 V (R = 5.7 kΩ), showing the lack
of a direct proportionality relation between R and τON. The
same conclusion can be drawn for sample B at VgR = 0 V,
where τON = 890 ± 150 ns for VgL = 0 V (R = 3.7 kΩ),
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Figure 4: Electrical bandwidth and response
time. (A) Photovoltage time-trace under
illumination with a 150 ns THz pulse having
a peak power of 10 mW, recorded with
sample A at Vg = 0 V. The time constants
τON = 1.3 ± 0.4 ns and τOFF = 1.5 ± 0.6 ns are
obtained by ﬁtting the data. Inset: variation
of τON as a function of Vg. The rise-time does
not depend on the device resistance.
(B) Time trace recorded with sample B at
VgL = VgR = 0 V, giving τON = 890 ± 150 ps
and τOFF = 1400 ± 250 ps. Inset: variation of
τON as a function of Vg. The rise-time does
not depend on the device resistance.

τON = 1.2 ± 0.2 ns for VgL = −5 V (R = 4.7 kΩ), and
τON = 1.6 ± 0.3 ns for VgL = −8 V (R = 4.0 kΩ). This demonstrates that τ is not affected by the SLG resistance in the
tested range. This illustrates that the PD itself is not limiting
the measured maximum speed, which is instead affected
by the switching time of the QCL. A higher intrinsic speed
beyond the set-up limited value is in good agreement with
reports of high-speed, PTE-based SLG detectors for integrated photonics, with reported 3 dB BW in the tens of GHz
[47]. In this work, high-speed performance is enabled by
the on-chip architecture, featuring RF electronic components, which mitigates the presence of parasitic capacitances and the undesirable crosstalk between sensing
element and outer on-chip components.
Our results show that, up to a bandwidth of 150 MHz,
the two proposed architectures are substantially equivalent.
Both configurations lead to τ ∼ ns, even though the two
geometries are different: in sample A the THz ﬁeld is
distributed along the un-gated portion of the channel
(250 nm), whereas in sample B the two symmetric split
gates, deﬁning a narrow gap (90 nm), provide a more
localized enhancement of the THz ﬁeld at the center of the
SLG channel. The speed limit is, in both cases, lower than

that reported in Ref. [2], the switching speed being limited by
the onset speed and jitter noise of the employed QCL system.
This equivalence is not surprising. As revealed by the low
temperature characterization of sample A (Figure 2E), both
architectures mainly operate through the same detection
mechanism: the PTE effect. This is known to be the dominant mechanism for devices operating through p–n junction
rectiﬁcation [1, 2], however it has also been observed in
antenna-coupled single-gated architectures [20, 25, 26],
where the antenna provided asymmetric THz excitation,
essential for the activation of the PTE mechanism. Moreover,
our data show that the speed of the two devices does not
even depend on the existence of a p–n junction, but it only
requires that the gates create an imbalance in the Seebeck
coefﬁcient along the graphene channel.

3 Conclusions
In summary, the performance achieved at RT on both devices
demonstrates that PTE THz detectors, coupled with highbandwidth on-chip (∼100 GHz) and external electronics,
detect pulses with sub-ns temporal extension, opening
Figure 5: Sample characterization and
selection of the device area. (A) Raman
spectra before and after LMH assembly
measured at 514 nm. The bottom hBN (bhBN) is shown in blue, the top one (t-hBN)
in green, the SLG in purple, and the
assembled LMH in black, while the SiO2/Si
substrate in red. The hBN E2g, G, and 2D
peaks are highlighted by the dashed gray
lines. (B) False color optical image of the
LMH. SLG is indicated by a black dashed
line. Scale bar is 10 μm. (C) Spatial map of
FWHM(2D), indicating the area where the
GFET is designed.
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unique perspectives for ultrafast applications in a plethora of
research field as ultrafast nano-spectroscopy, quantum science, coherent control of quantum nanosystems and high
speed communications. Further improvements on the
detection performances can be achieved via the on-chip
integration of coplanar waveguides and pre-amplification
stages. It is worth mentioning that, measuring the intrinsic
speed limit of the PTE mechanism in SLG devices, which is
expected to be τ ∼ 10 ps [2], would require completely
avoiding the limitations set by the readout electronics. This
could be obtained, for example, by exploiting interferometric
techniques, such as pulse autocorrelation measurements [55].
Our results open a route for characterization of high
repetition rate THz sources, transient effects in nonlinear
optoelectronic devices (e.g., saturable absorbers), timeresolved intracavity-mode dynamics of THz QCL frequency
combs and ultimately for high-speed and low noise THz
imaging, never pioneered so far.

4 Methods
4.1 Sample characterization
Raman measurements are performed using a Renishaw InVia spectrometer equipped with a 100× objective, 2400 mm−1 grating at 514 nm.
The power on the sample is <1 mW to avoid any heating and damage.
AFM is performed in tapping mode to characterize the topography and
thickness of the LMHs using a Bruker Dimension Icon system.
Figure 5A plots the spectra of a typical LMH, with 8 and 23 nm thickness
top and bottom hBN ﬂakes, while Figure 5B is a false color optical
image of the LMH, highlighting the SLG edges. Figure 5A shows that the
E2g peak for both bottom and top hBN are ∼1366 cm−1, with FWHM(E2g)
∼9.3 and 9.7 cm−1, consistent with bulk hBN [37]. Figure 5A plots the SLG
G and 2D peaks before and after stacking. Before encapsulation, the 2D
and G peaks have FWHM(2D) ∼ 27 cm−1, Pos(2D) ∼ 2682 cm−1,
Pos(G) ∼ 1589 cm−1, FWHM(G) ∼ 8 cm−1, and the intensity and areas ratio
of 2D and G peaks are I(2D)/I(G) ∼ 1.4, A(2D)/A(G) ∼ 4.6, as expected for
SLG with EF ≥ 250 meV [56, 57]. No D peak is observed, indicating
negligible defects [58]. After LMH assembling, the combined hBN E2g
peak is at Pos(E2g) ∼ 1366 cm−1, with FWHM(E2g) ∼ 9.5 cm−1. For the
encapsulated SLG we have Pos(2D) ∼ 2697 cm−1, FWHM(2D) ∼ 17 cm−1,
Pos(G) ∼ 1584 cm−1, FWHM(G) ∼ 14 cm−1, I(2D)/I(G) ∼ 13, and A(2D)/
A(G) ∼ 12, indicating EF ≪ 100 meV [56, 57]. The changes in FWHM(2D)
after encapsulation indicates a reduction in the nanometer-scale strain
variations within the sample [29, 59]. Figure 5C shows an FHWM(2D)
map across a bubble-free LMH sample, exhibiting homogeneous
(spread < 1 cm−1) and narrow (∼17 cm−1) FWHM(2D), which is selected for
the GFET fabrication.

4.2 Optical measurements
In order to test the PD sensitivity, we use a 3.4 THz QCL, operating in
pulse mode with a repetition rate of 40 kHz and a pulse width of 1 μs
and refrigerated at 30 K by means of a Stirling cryocooler (estimated

lattice temperature of the active region 170 K [60]). The divergent
beam (divergence angle ∼ 30°) is collimated and then focused using
two picarin (tsupurica) lenses with focal lengths 50 mm and 30 mm,
respectively. The average output power can be continuously varied
up to ∼1 mW at the PD position. The measurements are performed by
keeping the s electrode grounded and by extracting the photovoltage
signal Δu at the d contact. The latter signal is then pre-ampliﬁed with
a voltage pre-ampliﬁer (FEMTO, input impedance 1 MΩ, gain 40 dB,
BW 200 MHz) and recorded with a lock-in technique, referenced by a
1333 kHz square wave. Δu is estimated as 2.2 VLI/η [31], where VLI is
the lock-in signal and η is the voltage preampliﬁer gain coefﬁcient.
The detectors are mounted on a xyz stage, allowing automated
spatial positioning.
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